
Tayler Jade in Partnership With OC Hit Factory
and DNT Entertainment to Release Part One of
Sexy Dual Single “Temporary/WYA” on February
12th

Love, infatuation, anxiety and taboo. You will get it all in this

February 12th release of Tayler Jade’s first ever single “Temporary;”

currently on pre-sale and available at all digital stores.

NEWS RELEASE BY TAYLER JADE

Tayler Jade has partnered with Thomas Barsoe, Founder/CEO of OC Hit Factory and Dani 
Thompson, Founder/CEO of DNT Entertainment, to introduce her brand and new music to 
the world. “Temporary/WYA” are the first two of five singles to be released by Jade in 2021. 
Part one of the accompanying dual sequel music video will premiere on YouTube just in 
time for Valentine’s Day; the steam coming off this is sure to fog up your screen.

Tayler Jade has partnered with Thomas Barsoe, Founder/CEO of OC Hit Factory and Dani 
Thompson, Founder/CEO of DNT Entertainment, to introduce her brand and new music to 
the world. “Temporary/WYA” are the first two of five singles to be released by Jade in 2021.

The music production by Robbie Crebar and Mikey Francis, vocal production by Thomas 
Barsoe, and lyrics by Tayler Jade and Jacquie Hishmeh, are mesmerizing, witty and sensual. 
There is a feeling of gravity that draws you in and leaves you wanting more; which you will 
get in part two of this dual single/video sequel which will follow in mid March.

“ 'Temporary/WYA' will have you on the edge of your seat. It gives you all the feels of 
young love, passion, excitement, uncertainty and anxiety that many can relate to in new 
relationships,” says Dani Thompson.

The music video was Directed by Nik Shaw, Asst. Directed by Elliot A. Gannon, DP’d by 
Ksusha Genenfeld, Produced by Thomas Barsoe, and Lead Actors starring alongside Tayler 
Jade include Eric Guilmette and Ian Peterson. The cast and crew consisted of 22, and was 
shot at a private residence in Los Angeles following all Covid 19 production guidelines.

More about Tayler Jade: 

Tayler Jade is an American Pop/R&B singer-songwriter and recording artist from Orange 
County, California. Her main goal with her music is to empower young women to be 
confident and comfortable in their own skin. Jade’s main musical influences are female 
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powerhouses such as: Tori Kelly, Ariana Grande, Madison Beer, Victoria Monet and 
Summer Walker.

Tayler Jade is an American Pop/R&B singer-songwriter and recording artist from Southern 
California. She has spent the past 2 years in the studio working on her first original EP 
which will be released in 2021 as a series of singles, starting with “Temporary” on February 
12th. Her electrifying voice and sultry beats create a physical reaction that is sure to send 
chills down your spine. Her main musical influences are female powerhouses such as Tori 
Kelly, Ariana Grande, Victoria Monet and Summer Walker.
Learn more at https://www.taylerjade.com/  
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